RE: Provisional Type Approval for Radio Terminal Equipment

This has reference to your application dated April 26, 2018 for the type approval of the following product:

**Type of Equipment:** Single Board Computer with WLAN and BT  
**Brand:** Raspberry Pi  
**Model Name:** Raspberry Pi 3 Model B+

We are pleased to inform you that Rwanda Utilities Regulatory Authority (RURA) has granted you a Provisional Type Approval for the above-mentioned product.

Please note that this Provisional Type Approval is subject to your acceptance of all the conditions hereunder given:

1. You can operate and run this product in accordance with Rwanda Utilities Regulatory Authority’s operational requirements, technical specifications and approval tests documents used for issuing the permission.
2. No modification shall be carried out on this product affecting electrical or mechanical characteristics without prior written authorization from the Authority.
3. The permit for the use of this product is given by the Regulatory Authority to **I&M TECH CONSULTANCY LTD.** for this specific model, type and software and hardware version of the products documents that were submitted for evaluation and provisionally approved.
4. Any modification or alteration on the firmware (software or hardware) version of the approved products may be subjected to the new type approval permit or a variation to an existing permit. Where this is the case, the correct application documents must be...
submitted along with a sample of modified product. The Authority will inspect and re-approve such product as per standard procedure.

5. **I&M TECH CONSULTANCY LTD.** will be fully liable if any person suffers from failure or/and damage which is proved to have been caused by any act of negligence or omission on this product and shall pay compensation to such person for his proven failure or/and damage.

6. For proper verification of quality of the products, a periodic measurement reporting may be requested by RURA.

7. The Regulatory Authority, however, reserves the right to withdraw permission to market this product for any compatibility problem, or if its operation is found to be unsatisfactory in any manner, or if the conditions of approval are contravened.

You are requested to indicate in writing your acceptance of conditions of use before you can begin to market this product.

Sincerely,

![Signature]

Protais KANYANKORE
Ag Head of ICT Regulation Department

Cc:

- Director General, RURA
- UL VS Ltd
- Raspberry Pi Trading Ltd